
    The Trident Volume XIV

A Message From 
Lama Rangbar 

In order to progress on the path to 
enlightenment or full understanding, we must 
fully embrace phenomenon as wisdom.  But 
the only way to engage samsara without 
causing suffering is to do so compassionately, 
for the benefit of others.  "

It truly doesn’t matter if we are Buddhist 
or Hindu or Christian, Jewish, Muslim, etc.  
What matters is acting on our love and 
concern for others without hesitation and 
without too many limiting concepts.  "

Recognizing a blessing when its in front of 
you is also important. This month, I’m sure 
you will all see the most amazing blessing 
waves coming our way from Mariamma. The 
opportunity to see Mariamma is truly amazing 
and this blessing is available for anyone 
wishing to become deeply inspired to heal, 
grow and generate world peace together. "

I strongly encourage all of you to make any 
and all efforts to come see her and develop a 
relation to this stream of blessings in any and 
all manners possible."

Goddess Mariamma Steers her Chariot towards Bodhivastu 

Buddhas, Bodhisattvas, Saints, all manifestations of enlightened intent, manifest 
from wisdom in myriad forms of compassion in order to benefit beings with different 
types of suffering and needs. By the blessing of wisdom and compassion, we have 
the excellent fortune to announce a new Bodhivastu project to receive the powerful 
and compassionate mother, Mariamma, in Big Indian.   To learn more, see inside 
starting on Page 3:
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On July 26th and 27th The Bodhivastu Foundation Community (The Academy of 
Mantric Sciences), the Rudi Sangha, Sai Maa’s spiritual community and a host of 
others, will all gather at the Big Indian Retreat and Peace Sanctuary (126 lost Clove Road, 
Big Indian, NY) to express our appreciation for the land offered by Dr. John Mann and his wife 
Capella to the Bodhivastu Foundation and to hail in a new birth for a most sacred and 
precious pilgrimage / sanctuary site.   !
The day long main event will include many special highlights such as a powerful “Activation of 
Wealth and Prosperity” ceremony led by Lama Rangbar Nyima Ozer, the dedication of the 
merit of the land donation of Dr. John Mann to the Bodhivastu Foundation, aspiration prayers 
for auspiciousness, along with excerpts from Dr. Mann’s new book, “Before the Sun”.  In 
addition to this, the vision for the Sanctuary will be shared by Lama Rangbar with a special 
unveiling of the Goddess Mariamma statue which is slated to arrive in Big Indian before the 
event.  Swami Parameshwarananda will be representing Sai Maa on this day and perform an 
offering ceremony to Mariamma as well.  All are invited to attend.  !
To learn more about this event and see the schedule, please go to: http://
bigindianrises.tumblr.com   
If you plan to attend, make sure to respond to sapana@bodhivastu.org  as pre-registration is 
required even though the event is free.  Volunteers are also needed on the weekend of the 
event and the weekend prior (Saturday and Sunday, July 19th and 20th).  Please contact the 
same above email if you wish to help out. !
A previous gathering (above Photo) that was held on May 31st  was well attended, 
generating a strong tide of interest and support for the sacred site, famous throughout the 
catskill mountains and the older generation of spiritual seekers and practitioners.   To learn 
more about this earlier gathering, please go to:  http://rudimovie.org/news/big-indian-
reborn/  and enjoy the story and videos.

Community Gathering at Big Indian to Hail in a New Life for a Blessed Site 
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Around the same time that the donation of the Big Indian land became clear, we 

received a significant message via Lama Rangbar’s friend, Joe Callahan, that Sai 
Maa, wished to donate a very special murti (sacred statue or holy deity support) of 
the Goddess Mariamma, to the Bodhivastu Foundation with the aspiration to help 
heal America. 

Lama Rangbar had explained Bodhivastu’s mission to Joe and synergy was lively, 
automatic and joyful.  As the blessings of Mariamma are swift, it took very little time 
for the project to ripen, bringing with it tangible blessings the entire time. 
The Cart and the Horse: This year, (the year of the horse), Mariamma’s journey 
from Colorado to Big Indian, NY is slated to occur this July.  Like the deities that rode 
on chariots in the past, Mariamma will arrive on an 80 foot flat bed tractor-trailer.  
The complex shipping and crane logistic is currently being arranged by Joe Callahan, 
Lama Rangbar and the Bodhivastu team. We ask everyone to pray for a successful 
and safe journey for Mariamma to her home in Big Indian.  Many works must be 
completed this week and especially this weekend in preparation of her arrival.  
Volunteers are welcome to donate their time this week, next weekend and on the 
26th as well, the day before the main event.  

More about the gift of  Mariamma to Bodhivastu"

!!
From Left to right: Joe Callahan, Lama Rangbar and Sapana Shakya at Big Indian"!
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A Heartfelt Blessing Message about the donation of 
Mariamma from Sai Maa to The Bodhivastu Foundation
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About Sai Maa and Mariamma 

Om Jai Jai Sai Maa! I honor the Divine Feminine in you and in me!"!
Mariamma is a living embodiment of Mother Divine, emanating pure healing power to heal the 
United States and bring it into its awakening as an enlightened society. "!
Mariamma’s story begins with the meeting of two great Masters in India, Her Holiness Sai Maa 
and Sri Triuchi Maha Swamiji, who was also known as Apaji. As a devotee of the Divine Mother, 
Apaji recognized Sai Maa as a living embodiment of Mother Divine and wished to support Sai 
Maa’s global mission and its particular focus on the spiritual awakening of the Western World. "!
In a powerful vision one night, the Divine Mother came to Apaji in the form of Mariamma. She 
expressed her great love and devotion for the people of the United States and offered herself for 
the healing of the American people. From this vision Apaji gifted Sai Maa with Mariamma in 
the form of an 9-foot tall black granite murti, or statue. This murti is a living, breathing 
embodiment of the healing power of Mother Divine as Mariamma. "!
As one stands before Mariamma with humble openness, one receives these divine blessings and 
the true pure feminine energy can be felt. Many have witnessed Mariamma’s breath of life."!
Mariamma’s mission in the United States is to offer healing not only to those who are in her 
Presence, but also to radiate her healing energy across the country. Today Sai Maa continues to 
anchor the divine feminine energy that is emerging to bring forth a new era of humanity, an era 
based on the qualities of love, unity and peace."!
The establishment of Mariamma in her new home is an auspicious blessing for the people of the 
United States and the enlightenment of all of humanity.

!
Vastu Placement Review 

The Visit of Swami Samuvedulla !
The name Bodhivastu indicates several important spiritual factors:  Bodhi, which means 
the awakened or compassionate mind of enlightenment and Vastu which is the practice of 
arranging things in a sacred manner such as to create a field of enlightenment for all 
beings.  In this sense, the main mission of The Bodhivastu Foundation has to do with 
creating arrays of enlightened intent and activity wherever possible so that more and more 
beings receive the blessings to awaken into the heart of a complete wisdom and 
compassion. 
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The process required to make this happen, not just in name but in reality, are many.  
First, in order to determine a proper location for the Mariamma temple, and at the 
suggestion of Sai Maa, Bodhivastu invited Punditji Samavedula to Big Indian in end of 
June to study the site with Lama Rangbar and to check feasible temple locations. !
Coincidentally, at that time, Lama Rangbar was returning from a Mendrup Great 
Accomplishment Ceremony at Lama Dawa Rinpoche’s center (Saraswasti Bhawan) in Iowa 
and met Punditji on the connecting flight to New York.  Lama and Punditji went through 
many elements and consideration for the murti and temple placement.  Punditji was very 
helpful in explaining many of the critical Vastu factors specifically related to Mariamma 
and two potential sites were identified. !
Preparations are now being made to create a base for her to be received onto around July 
21st or 22nd.  Volunteers are needed to help make this base in the coming week and 
those interested are asked to please contact sapana at sapana@bodhivastu.org  

Punditji	  with	  Lama	  Rangbar

L	   to	   R:	   Gleitia	   Dushku,	   Caroline	   Falk,	   Lama,	   Punditji,	   Sapana	  
and	  John	  Pettit

L	  to	  R:	  Lama,	  Sapana	  Shakya,	  John	  Pettit,	  Janette	  Carlucci,	  Punditji
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Available for practitioners !
It must be mentioned that this hard cover prayer book is not at all an ordinary book as they were 
each individually hand made by Cheryl Lins literally from scratch.   Each beautifully bound book with 
cloth cover was printed on the highest quality textured paper, and stitched and bound by hand by 
Cheryl as an act of her devotion to Dharma.  This devotion shows in the final product which is now 
available for a nominal charge to those from our community at large who plan to sincerely use it as 
their own daily practice book. !
Those who wish to order the Bodhivastu Daily prayer book, please contact: janette@bodhivastu.org   !

!
Bodhivastu Morning Prayer Book Completed !

Bodhivastu’s first prayer book has been completed by Cheryl Lins, (our community member and 
long time practitioner) and the Janakumara translation committee.  The committee consists of John 
Petit, Lama Rangbar and Cheryl who worked together to compile sadhanas from several sources 
together with newly translated works.    An excerpt from the book’s forward by Lama Rangbar: !
Namo Guru Avalokiteshvaraye! 
I bow down to the lord of the chakra who sees everything unerringly. 
Without compassion, none of the teachings of the supreme vehicles can be realized or even understood 
properly. To develop true compassion is most essential. However, for most of us, this does not come 
automatically without engaging in daily practice which forms the foundation for realization. !
The treasures contained in this book come from several infallible sources, first and foremost His Holiness 
Dudjom Jigdral Yeshe Dorje Rinpoche, Guru Rinpoche's representative for these troubled times. 
Additionally, there are texts from Jamgon Mipham Rinpoche and other great treasure revealers such as 
Nub Sangye Yeshe, Kyabje Chatral Sangye Dorje Rinpoche and H. E. Namkha Drimed Rabjam Rinpoche. !
It is my sincere wish that everyone who comes into contact with this collection, develop a joyous 
connection with a regular practice which arises as an inexhaustible spring from which blessings stream 
forth for the benefit of all.  With Guru Padmasambhava's blessings in the form of these enlightened 
manifestations, may we reach the sky-realization of Samanta Bhadra, the All Good, in this very lifetime. !

This was written by a white-clad western Lama who carries the birth name, Man Son of Peace, after 
assembling zillions of snow flakes into the shape of a stupa on an auspicious day in the western Shambala. 

Mangalam  !
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To facilitate these works, we are developing a list of equipment we must obtain.  We hope that we will be 
able to find much of what we need by your kind donations of things you have but do not need.  People 
wishing to donate any relevant equipment  in good working condition are again encouraged to contact 
Sapana at:  Sapana@bodhivastu.org  !
What we need: 
1. Equipment:  A. Pick up truck in good working condition B. Tree pruning saws and trimmers   C.  Brush 

hog and string trimmers   D. Tarps and tents   E. Tools such as, wheel barrow, cement mixing troughs, 
rakes, axes, shovels, any hand tools, any electric tools,  nail guns and compressor.    F. Working 
condition rider lawn mower or small tractor. G. Painting tools of all kinds, post hole digger.  I. Cabins 
or storage sheds, J. whatever else you may have to offer. 

2. What we need to borrow or rent: A. Back Hoe, B. Small excavator, C. Boom lift Portable saw mill, E. 
Portable cement mixer   

3. Expendables:  Paint of all colors and types, indoor, outdoor, enamel, latex, sheet rock, ply wood, 
roofing etc.  

                     Volunteering for and supporting the Bodhivastu Big Indian Project 
  
The land at Big Indian is a great blessing intended for everyone’s use.  We hope to assure and spread 
these benefits by developing an inclusive environment for teachings, events, spiritual practice, karma 
yoga, work study, retreat, and general volunteering for the altruistic cause of World Peace through inner 
peace. !
The many works needing accomplishment at the land include: 
Ground and brush clearing, lawn mowing, repairs on the lodge and community kitchen, design of the 
gardens and cabins, trimming and pruning of large trees and branches, event preparation of r the 26th 
and 27th of July and general care and maintenance.   !
Volunteers are gathering at group work events throughout the summer and early fall.  Community 
members can bring all kinds of pot luck food, drinks, cushions, tools, skills, kids, etc.  Work events will 
become more and more focused as the need for specific projects make themselves apparent.  Soon, the 
main lodge facility and community can be put into motion and volunteers can spend nights there while 
working on the place.   Even now, some rooms are already useable and available for this purpose. !
Those of you on the Bodhivastu mailing list have and will receive additional notifications of various 
opportunities to lend a hand in this communal world peace project this summer and fall.  One such work 
weekend will be held on July 19th and 20th.  To participate please contact sapana@bodhivastu.org   

Funding Requirements: 
We anticipate that Bodhivastu would have to raise between $30,000.00 to $45,000.00 over the 
next several months to make big strides on the grounds and facilities and even more to 
complete the temple for Mariamma.  For online pledges: 
please visit: www.bodhivastu.org/donations  
For larger donations please write us an email: sapana@bodhivastu.org or give us a call at 
1-845-226-6663. !
Remember, if you do not have funds, you can always participate by offering your time and 
skills or informing friends with relevant items to donate. The Bodhivastu Foundation seeks 
skilled individuals to support project elements such as graphics, fundraising, legal, Web-based 
outreach, social networking, video/audio production, editing, etc. Please contact 
sapana@bodhivastu.org to see how your skills can best serve the project. 
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